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WHITTIER COLLEGE, JUNE, 1905
THE TRIUMPH OF PRINCIPLE
In a reform movement there are
always two methods of action that
struggle for dominance. The one
is based upon expediency, the other
upon principle. All the reforms of
the past have circled long in the
by-paths of compromise before
they have reached the high ground
,of perfect truth and righteousness.
Thus the most difficult task in reform movement, is to get men to
take the step upward from expediency to righteousness, from corn-'
promise to principle. The compromiser is always popular and easily catches the public ear. To the
average man, a parley is better
than a battle, even when a moral
issue is at stake. Hence the Se'quence of compromise. An expeident is embodied in law, precedent
becomes oracle to the public conE. S. MINCHIN

science, and new occasions can but
very slowly "teach new duties."
Compromise is but a temporary
makeshift, which postpones but
cannot avoid the final battle. When
the Missouri Compromise, was
passed in 1820, the greatest statesmen in this country declared that
the slavery question had been settled. Again after Clay's great
compromise of 1850, they said that
at last a final solution had been
reached. But not so. A great
principle was marshalling its forces..
The South saw the onward march
of that principle and took refuge
in secession. It was too late. The
truth of all the ages-now rang out
clear and strong. It woke the
echoes on the plains of Bull Run;
it roared from Grant's guns on the
heights of Vicksburg; it thunderel
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Along ti(: crest of Missionary Ridge; Sheridan soundd the cry in the valley of the Shenandoah and Sherman told it from Atlanta to the sea. It was the old
truth told over again, sealed in the tears and blood
Compromise cannot settle a moral
of a nation:
question,—a righteous principle must prevail.
In the battle against the saloon, expediency has
taken the form of the license compromise. Let us
examine this system. The Supreme Court of, the
United States has declared that no citizen has the
inherent right to sell intoxicating liquors for beverage
purposes. The Supreme Word of God says: "Woe
unto him that giveth his neighbor drink." Yet we
know that under, opr license system the saloon is
made legal. It has as much protection under our
flag as the school, the church, or the home. During
. recent political campaign politicians argued that
had money could not be made good by law. It takes
no forensic eloquence to prove that a bad saloon
'cannot be made good by law. Sin is sin, even when
protected by the laws of a Christian nation.
From the treacherous shoal waters of compromise,
the true reformer heads straight away toward the
-great haven of truth and righteousness. What the
pole star is to'the mariner, principle is to the reformer.
•
The old sea captain charts the shifting shoals, calculates the changes of wind and wave and tide, and
then takes the helm with a clear eye for the star of the
Northland that never changes. The true reformer
'realizes public sentiment and changing condtions in

society, but steers his course true to the eternal verities
of God. He does not forget conditions, but in looking at conditions he does not lose sight of his pole star.
As the centuries pass, ideas and conditions change
but the principles of right and wrong are the same
Principle is the embodiment of eternal
forever.
truth, established by the laws of God. Principle in
a man's heart holds him true to his convictions, it
fearlessly exposes falsehood, shams and unrighteousness, it has the courage to stand for truth and to
proclaim it from the house-tops. For strength and
grandeur it is like the giant oak, which holds firm
amidst the fiercest tempests. For unswerving fidelitv to its mission, it is like the great ship, for principle stems the tides of persecution and outrides the
storms that compromise dares not face. For untiring
perseverance it is like the little coral, building slowly
upward, toiling in darkness, through years of seemingly useless effort, until at last it lifts its head above
the waves, defies the opposing tempests, and gives
safe refuge to shipwrecked mariners.
So the principle of prohibition has toiled in America
for four decades. The tides of compromise, sentiment and partisan policy have surged madly against
it, but in vain. Slowly it has built on and tip, until
l'ire and there in our land it offers a safe refuge to the
victhns of alcohol, ship-wrecked and tempest-tossed.
The truth of the prohibition principle is almost
axiomatic. It would be taken for granted, had we not
become accustomed to the license fallacy. The same
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considerations that have argued against tyranny and
injustice in the past, argue against license and for prohibition. The despotism of King George was unjust;
the traffic in black men was a curse upon humanity;
but the license system is all of this and more. It is
unmerciful, unjust, a curse upon humanity, a mockery
of Christian civilization, and a sin against Almighty
God.
When we look out over our beautiful land and- see
the saloon flourishing under the protection of the
American flag, flaunting its vices in the path of childhood, engulfing young manhood, breathing its blasting
breath upon the fair flower of womanhood, making a
'mock and by-word of the church, and sending one hundred thousand men to a drunkard's hell every year—we
wonder why Christian citizenship does not rise in 1might and with one blow crush the power of the
liquor traffic forever. Why does it live on? Why
does it grow bolder year after year? Because to the
enemies of the traffic, compromise is easier than noncompromise. To the so-called practical man, exoediency is the wiser course because it is easier to follow.
Two thousand 'years ago the practical man joined in
the cry for Christ to come down from the cross and
win a momentary vict"rv. Such men would have
humanity avoid every Calvary and live only for the
present. Listening to the voice of exoedency, fearing party displesnre and a possible financial panic—
four million Christian Americans. who wonict n ,t
flinch before a storm of shot and shell UOfl the battle
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field, have not yet been brave enough to march to the
ballot-box and meet the forces of King Alcohol in a
fight to the death.
But a great change is taking place in public sentinient today. The signs of the times tell us that in the
battle against the saloon, the compromiser has had'
his day and that the time has fully come for him to
stand aside. The Christian reformer has suffered his
hoots and jeers well up to historic measure.
}-Iunianitv, beating time to local agitation and church'
resolution, is preparing to swing into line and "Forward" to the onward march of a great principle. The
advance guard of the army is here. There are banded'
together in one heroic, God-fearinr, man-loving political party, two hundred and fifty thousnd patriots who
rntain that principle is better than compromise,
righteousness better than expediency, and that a fight
•
for the right is better than a truce with sin. Such
men have led the reforms of the past. Such men love'
principle. They work for it, live for it, and if need be
die for it. Such men make up the rank and file of the
Prohibition Party today. Hated by many and especially by the saloon, they march on in a triumphant campain for righteousness.
Their only path is duty,.
their only lamp is truth, and their only goal is victory.
It was orinciple that kept the early Christian church'
true and led the fearless Stephen to s'iffer death. It
was principle that made Martin Luther strong to'
break the ties of an old religion, face tile nersec'ifions
of a relentless church, and sound the "battle cry" fOr
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t world wide reform. It was principle that led John
TIrown to Harper's Ferry, electrified a nation and
awakened the conscience of a people. And it is priniciple today that inspires opposition against the
ungodly license system, embodies itself into a political
creed pledged to overthrow the accursed liquor traffic
and keeps the Prohibition Party on the firing line of
American politics.
In the anti-slavery agitation Abraham Lincoln once
aid: 'The young men are coming, now we are
going to win." And the young men are rallying today for the fight against this more dangerous enemy.
Slavery was legalized in the South; the liquor traffic
is legalized throughout the nation. Slavery was sectional; the saloon is universal. Slavery threatened
the unity of our government; the saloon threatens the
sanctity of our homes. Slavery bound men's bodies

for a time; the saloon binds men body and soul, for
time and for eternity. This mighty enemy confronts
us today. It stands entrenched in 240,000 legalized
fortresses of hell. Shall we falter? Shall we turn
back in dismay? No, a thousand times, no! We
shall gird ourselves doubly for the fight. We, the
young men of this country shall rally; rally like the
crusaders before Jerusalem, like the minute-men at
Lexington, like Sheridan's men in the Shenandoah.
With the spotless emblem of purity before us, with
the prayers of mothers in our ears, with a drink cursed
humanity about us and a God of righteousnes above
us, we shall buckle on the bright sword of prohibition,
we shall wield it for 'the triumph of principle over
conlnromise, and never sheathe it until it has flashed
in triumph above the crumbled and fallen ramparts
E. S. Minchin, '07.
f the last legalized saloon.
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AN ENGLISH CLASS-ROOM DISCUSSION
We were all of us nearly asleep in English, but still
we dreamily quarreled over Whitman and Poe and the
Test of them. Suddenly the discussion took on rather
a strange aspect, but I was too weary to wonder particularly and I leaned back in my chair lazily enjoying it.
"For my part," remarked one young gentleman, "I
can see no poetry in Whitman; there is only bad prose
and in my estimation he should be put out of the
library."
"Oh, he is perfectly lovely," retorted a young lady.
"One part just as lovely as another, I think."
Then from a confused murmur and angry rustling
of the row of pictures on the wall, I distinguished:
11
"Such nonsense! Mere children at attempt
Then he was interrupted by some one, but imagine
'my astonishment when I looked and saw that this first
speech was coming from the picture of Walt Whitman
himself.
The voice of him who interrupted I recognized
without even glancing at his picture. It was the
'same sweet, calm voice I had always 'imagined Whitman had.
"To talk us over will do them good," said he, "They
will learn to know us more thoroughly and such
friendly criticism as theirs is not going to hurt us
Bny.yl

"Friendly!" stormed Whitman, "do you call it
friendly to say I should be put out of the library? To
know us more thoroughly! They will never know
me. I tell you they can never understand me, none
of you can."
"We certainly can not, and I do not know who of
us want to." A dreamy. musical voice was speaking
now and I suspected before looking that it was the
voic&of Poe. He continued, "Not to be understood,
that wouldn't go against you, if you were only musical,
but you stretch a mass of unintelligible stuff out to a
great length, with no rhythm, no music, no beauty
'Whatever. It actually appears as though you hunted
for coarse, ugly words, while I
"I tell you," interrupted the angry voice of Whitman, "that one word is as, beautiful as another. I
wish I could impress upon you that there is an equality
in things. One member of the body is as beautiful
and sacred as another. The foot is as worthy to he
written about as the face. Such restraint! How narrow you fellows are! I tell you I'll have none of it.
Freedom for me! I wear my hat indoors and out as
I please," and he tore his collar loose and threw back
his shaggy, unkempt hair. "A few things are better
ieft out of literature, I think," remarked Longfellow
mildly. "Write beautiful sentiments for the world to
read and the sentiments of the world become beauti-
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ful. I believe in writing so one's thoughts can be
understood. To use a figure of speech, a simile is a
good method, it seems to me, to make one's thought
clear. For instance, not wishing to become personal
at all, but just to illustrate my idea, in "The Rainy
Day" I believe I expressed my thought clearly by
using the simile."
"Oh, as clear as crystal," said Poe, "but how I hate
little morals tacked on to everything."
"I'm afraid you never have thought very much of
morals," said a severe voice from the New England
corner, and the whole row shook their heads reprovingly at Poe.
But unheeding them he continued: "J, too, believe
n placing beauty in the world, but it is not the thought,
which is needed: instead a mystical combining of
beautiful, musical words, until by the sound of the
verse alone one is carried 'out of space, out of time'
and he feels an ethereal, supernal beauty. And I say
that a poem can not be long. I might as well be frank
and honest and say that Longfellow's verse I do not
consider puetry, nor yont catalogues either, Whitman,
and I c9it only say with the first student who spoke,
you should not be in the library."

Whitman's picture then shook until I thought he
would fall to the floor, but he restrained himself and'
said: "In behalf of American literature I can only Say'
that I am thankful you are the only one of your kind..
Such men as you, I know, can never appreciate what
is true and great and I feel sorry for you; but there
are people who, while I know they can never fully
fathom me; yet I believe have some, slight feeling of
sympathy with me. Take me to the sea shore, to the
ittle
mountains. Take me with you as you walk and littleby little you may learn to know me better. But to
return to what I was attempting to say at first. Such'
mere children to criticise me! They can perhaps'
understand some of you, but not me; and think, r
hear that some of them are now writing a play with
authors, statesmen, etc., as characters! Think of me
being mixed up with the common lot! It's a crying'
shame. they don't know me at all."
And then as I dimly heard the professor say, "class
is excused. Tomorrow you will have an examina—
tion on Whitman, Poe and a few others," I mostearnestly said to myself. "Walt Whifman,' you never
spoke a truer word. I know nothing about yo'i at all.'
Coila F. Carter.
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A Trip to Kilauea
It was with mingled pleasure and uneasiness that
our small party started one bright morning on a trip
lo Kilauea, said to be the iorld's largest active
volcano. Pleasure, because of the wonderful sight
before us, and uneasiness because of the twenty-four
hours of travel on an ocean which is pitiless, and in
a steamer built on rather a small scale. Our trip
rover, however, proved to be a delightful one in comparison to some.
Late in the afternoon we passed the shores of
'Molokai, the leper island, whose ridges were overhung
-with silvery gray clouds tinged with a glow of the setting sun.
All night we sailed along by the light of the moon
and the morning found us coasting along the beautiTul shores of Hawaii, and we thought we had never
seen a land so fresh and green. Our eyes rested on
the snow-capped peaks of Manua Kea and followed
the gentle mountain slopes to the sea where the land
fell off in perpendicular cliffs over which leaped
- numbers of sparkling waterfalls.
For miles and miles over hill and dale were plantations of lucious, green, sugar-cane, each with its
smoking sugar factory and a small settlement of plantation houses, surrounded by the welcome shade of
the monkey-pod or Algeroba tree. Here and there
'where the lana sloped to the water's edge,, we could

see numbers of slender, bent cocoanut trees, outlined
against the sky, forming a picturesque back ground
to the waves dashing high upon the ragged rocks.
About noon we made our landing at Hilo, the principal city of the island, Hawaii, and there we spent
the night, again taking up our journey early in the
morning.
A ride on the train for twenty-two miles, through
sugar plantations and settlements, through groves of
banana trees and jungles of ferns, brought us finally
to the last nine miles of the trip and this ride by stage
was the loveliest of all.
The big lumbering vehicle drawn by four large
horses, went slowly along the hard, rough road of lava
formation. It wound in and out, on either side a
dense forest of immense ferns, some grown into small
trees. Scattered along the way-side were numbers of
bright red wild berries and now and then the gable
of some house, far back from the road could be seen
through the thicket of trees and ferns.
At length after four hours passing through such
scenes we reached the "Volcano House" when with
one voice we burst out in exclamations of admiration,
and wonder, for there before us and below us lay the
immense crater of Kilauea, a cavity in the mountain
side three miles in diameter with perpendicular walls
about two hundred feet high. In the center of this
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crater could be seen volumes of steam and smoke
coming forth from the smaller crater, "Halemaumau,"
meaning "house of fire," which is now the center of
activity.
As soon as possible we mounted horses and began
our descent to the crater, down a steep, narrow, winding path. At the bottom the horses carefully picked
their way over the lava floor out of whose hard formation, here and there dainty ferns had pushed their
way.
The lava was twisted and turned into all sorts of
shapes, some resembling animals and human beings
and forming in places deep caves or, tall conical
masses. In many places there, were large cracks,
from which issued sulphurous fumes and steam hot
enough to set particles of wood and paper on fire.
After riding some distance we dismounted, walking
the rest of the way to the "House of Fire." A sudden

rater
terror seized us as we looked down into that live craterfive
hundred
feet
deep.
We
could
scarcely
see
the•
five
bottom on account of the volumes of smoke and steam
that came pouring forth. No fire was visible but at
night a glow might be seen there.
On our way back to the Hotel it began to rain and!
then steam could be seen rising all over the large
crater.
It rained all the rest of the afternoon and eveningso we reluctantly gave up our visit to the fern forestnear by and spent a very pleasant time gathered
around the old-fashioned fireplace, listening to the'
interesting tales of the volcano guide.
Early the next morning we bade good-bye to
Kilauea and started on our return trip, just as the sun'
peeped over the mountains and shed its rays through,
the trees and on the dew covered ferns, making them
sparkle like jewels.
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The Senior Class
In interviewing this remarkable class the historian
karned several important common characteristics, first
that Shakespeare is the favorite poet of all. Then
4-hey all indicate a youthful preference for bright colors, particularly red; yellow (not gaudy) is the choice
of one and local color that of another. Early memories seem rather vague and hazy to most; one in
nfancv wanted a "cata-cornered" dress made for her
doll, another remembers riding "piggy-back" up stairs
to bed. The answers varied greatly as to what had
been gained in the college course. One has gained
-forty pounds, another lost twelve, all have gained several years of time and scholarly experience. One
has been given to losing her head, but now is maintaining it more surely. The gray matter in the heads
of all can not be weighed, but judging from results, it
can not be surpassed by any class of this size.

ANNA LOUISE TOMLINSON
"Joy is the sweet voice. All melodies the echoes
,of that voice." Anna Tomlinson was born in the
Hoosier State,
"Where flowers bloom on hill and in vale,
A pretty spot called Bloomingdale."
A smart child she was to learn, her mother said,
who was her teacher in a school in Louisiana whither
The family had moved. Here she had a narrow es-

cape from becoming a breakfast for an alligator,
that inhabited the bay into which she fell one
morning. If she were not an American she would
prefer to be a German, such is her fondness for that
language and people.
She has also an especial appreciation of music and it
is her favorite pastime "to teach her voice box to
grind out tunes." It is superfluous to say that she
does this very successfully. She may become a noted
singer or a famous linguist, it is uncertain which.
However this may be, she is certain to be heard from
after leaving the college that has brought to her, she
says, cranial expansion and facial contraction (wrinkles). Her chosen motto is "Dem nachsten muss man
helfeir."

AGNES RUTH SARGENT
"She was a form of light and life,
That soon became a part of sight
And rose where'er I turned my eye
The morning star of memory."
Agnes Ruth Sargent is a Canadian by birth. The
first four years of her life were spent in the Queen's
Dominion. Then her father, a mining engineer,
moved to the good old Bay State and the hum of
distant shuttles from the cotton mills of Lowell came

Anna Louise Tomlinson

Agnes Ruth Sargent

Esther Andrews

Gladys Mae Hunt

Loretti Cook

Charles Johnson
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to her childish ears. Very precocious she was in her
development, at an early age she entered the High
School, but just at this point the family moved to
TEast Whittier and new scenes and faces greeted her.
'Soon she was enrolled as a student of Whittier College, where she has made an enviable reputation for
'herself as a thoughtful student.
She has a rare appreciation of literary values, but
not o' these alone. She seems fully capable of judging aright, as well how to turn a pancake as a dress.
The classics have a fascination for her, only to be resisted by stress of circumstances. Her translations
would cause old Homer to say "Bravo" could he hear
them. It is in the class room that she particularly
shines and when college days are over her friends will
not be in the least surprised to see her weilding the
scepter of professional power; if not this then the
fulfillment of her own ambition to be a culinary art1st.

ESTHER ANDREWS
"Her only fault is that she has no fault."
Esther Andrews first saw the light of day in the
Hawkeye State; its winds coming to expand her lungs
and hear her infantile cries throughout the neighborhood. Early she practiced the art of gymnastics
developing the muscles used in locomotion and incidentally using her small sister as a punching bag
Tor the hardening of her biceps.
A large farm was her first play ground. It also
'belonged to sundry pigs, chickens, and cows, the
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terror of Esther's childish heart from which she has
even now barely recovered. Her first school days
were spent at Evergreen in East Whittier. So exemplary was her conduct at this age that she received
a book as reward, nor has aiy change occirred. She
i'illy re2lized what a boon of nature the timely dew of
sleep is, sleep that knits up the ravelled sleeve of
care, lis she claims to be her favorite pastime. During her wakeful hours books ar her chief odupation,
articularlv ir the lire of mathematics. Star gazing,
surve vi-!g the landscape o'er conic sections (especially
of pie) are all dear to her heart. it is possible
that she may in time and astronomy become a second
Maria Mitchell.

OLADYS flAE HUNT
"In Virtues nothing earthly could surpass her."
•
The subject of this sketch is an Ohio-an by birth.
Her infantile development was exceedingly rapid and
childish vanity kept pace. Sunbonnets, gloves and
buttermilk were all freely used to preserve a fairness
that the weatl;er was striving to destroy. As a member of the Martinsville school chart class, she was
distinguished by a spirit of mischief rather than study.
The nassing years have not removed this spirit but
put it under wholesome control. Of an exceedingly
sensitive nature she found bashfulness a barrier to
perfect social freedom. But with the smooth stories
of good sense she graduall.y overcame this foe, so
that now her favorite occupation is writing these
and performing in public, even on a skating pond.
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She is a devoted student of literature both ancient and. neither does she ask, what will Mrs. Grundy say?
modern. She is likely to occupy a chair, if not a set- but only, which way lies duty?
tee in one of our colleges some day. She claims that
CHARLES JOHNSON
she has gained a decided thirst for archaeology by.
"Recognizes ever and anon
gazing at the ancient volumes in the college library.
The breeze of nature stirring in his soul."
LORETTA COOK
Charles Johnson, the eldest son of his mother was
"Turning, for them who pass the common dust born in Oskaloosa, Iowa. He was a very precoOf servile opportunity to gold."
cious boy, was exceedingly "large 'for his size," and
Loretta Cook claims Iowa as her natal state, and grew rapidly.' He showed a love for mother nature
her native town one with the good New England by bringing boxes of earth into the parlor almost as:
name of New Providence. Here her educational soon as he had learned to walk. He showed an early
career began and every year since' then has been tendency to music and oratory especially under punishment. His major course in early life was in gechiefly spent in school, but not always studiously.
As a child her main diversion was playing with ology and mining (digging diligently in the front
dolls, but with added summers there was a preference yard).
Early school days were spent at home. Not until
for live ones and so she devoted a few years between
the preparatory and college course to kindergarten the age of eight did the initiation come into the mystraining and teaching. Realizing that children need teries of public school life. It was a shock, a rude
the very wisest of instructors, she gave up this occu- awakening to the home bred lad, but was salutary.
pation, for a better mental equipment. With the true Nearly all of the years since then have been spent
spirit of the student in life's school, she possesses in the public school room or college class room, but
indomitable perseverance, strength of purpose and a there has been outside employment as well, in rakperfect readiness to serve others. If the open door of ing hay, sewing on buttons and harvesting pumpkin
the college class room does not open to her, one in a pie. His interest in college work has been chiefly in
home of her own is likely to. She will not indicate scientific lines. He is likely to continue further and
as yet to the world which of these doors she pre- this may in time land him in a medical college, which
fers, let time determine. In any case, "the frivolous will give him the happy privilege of tacking an M
work of polished idleness," does not belong to her, D. onto his name.
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SOCIETIES
LADIES' AUXILLIARY

During the year that is now drawing to a close the
students of Whittier College have had a great deal
done for them to increase their pleasure and interest.
Perhans they have not realized the full extent of
their blessings, but one organization that has given
itself up to their interests has certainly never received
anything but the heartiest co-operation and anprecialion. With the clear eye of a homemaker, the Woman's Auxiliary forsaw needs in the college which
had otherwise been overlooked and with the single
purpose of making our college home comfortable and
pleasant the devoted members have given their time,
energy, money and more than all, their thought to
us, the students.
A few times, to he sine, we have been asked to asfist them, but that was really fun, ever if they did
think we were giving up a great deal for their sakes
and were consequently deeply grateful. And it is
possible that the menticn of "Cook Books" brings a
smile to our lips as we think of our various experiences in selling them. Yet surely they have been
fully appreciated in their double purpose of furnishing so tastefully our Association Room and also loading our tables with dainties, before unknown.
And so, Womanly Helpers, we hail you, first in
seeing, first in doing and first in the hearts of our

student body. May you ever thrive as you have done
this year and may the work never give out or your
spirits fail to respond to the call for help.
Here's to our Auxiliary, drink er down, drink er
down
For they're working with a will and they'll keep at
it still
With their Cook Books and their dinners; drink er
down, down, down.
DEBATING

Prof. Kelsey voiced the sentiment of the school
when he said in Chapel one morning after the debate that we were prord of the showing our college
made in the Occidental Debate. That debate was
the culmination of a year's work, and it is with pleasure that we look backward to the many spirited and
instructive contests that have taken place upon the
forensic platform during the year. When we see
the advancement that has been made, and the enthusiasm continually manifested in debating, we cannot but believe that in the near future our old college will be a dangerous adversary.
We have gathered the lessons from the work of
the p.-esent year, and are now turning towards that
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of the coming one. An attempt is being made to
band the four colleges of Southern California in 'a
debating league, which will give a series of debates
each year. This will be a new field to all the colleges; and it is one that bids fair to become the leading speaking event in this part of the State. We
know our college will be able to win honors here, for
we have some good material now; and excellent
prospects of more next year. We are justly proud
of the man we have to coach our debaters. For ability and untiring energy no institution in Southern
California can produce his equal. His efforts in
coaching the t€arn of the present year contributed
greatly to the showing it made; and his leadership
has established a confidence and a zeal in debating
that can lead but to victories in the future.
A. Seinion, 7o8
.0

.0

.0

.0

Capitola
In April this year the Y. W. C. A. of Whittier
College sent three delegates to the annual conference held at Capitola. This is a quiet little summer
resort situated on Monterey Bay, and an excellent
place to choose for the thoughtful spiritual inspiration sought for during such a conference.
About three hundred girls representing the various Christian associations of California and Nevada
were for ten days occupants of the Capitola Hotel,
situated on the sand and so close to the water that
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at times the breakers furiously dashed against its
wails. Each morning and evening was devoted to
the conference work which consisted of mission work,ork;
Bible study; student conference; platform addresses
Bible
and personal work conducted by leaders of national
and state reputation. The afternoons were given up
to recreation, and among so many lively girls it
was not hard to make use of that time. One of the
jolliest of these occasions was the track meet in
which the Northern and Southern Delegations vied
With each other. One of the Whittier girls entered
the side race, but did not gain first place. However the honors were awarded to one of the Southern delegates.
Three afternoons were spent in taking trips to
the "big trees" beyond Santa Cruz. There were
several beautiful and shady walks not far from the
hotel. Along the edge of the cliff was "Lover's
Lane," a long narrow path bordered with tall pine
trees and on the other side a field of green.
Another walk was along the river, where the ferns,
flowers and trees grew in profusion. Thus the delegates had many opportunities to associate with one
another and he mutually helpful. But the true benefit derived from the conference was a deepening of
the sDiritual growth of each and a new zeal for carrying on the work in the home associations.
The Athenaeum
The Athenaeum for the last Semester has done
excellent work. Programs have been varied and in-
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In March we enjoyed a visit from Harry 0. Hill
teresting. Of these, an impromptu debating contest
the coast secretary, who offered many helpful sugwas well carried out, nor did the winners carry off all
gestions and inspired the members to greater work
The honors. College poetry and prose, careful critby his manly Christian character. We also enjoyed a
icisms of literary work and lively parliamentary
visit from W. W. Dillon the State secretary.
i)ractjce have all added to the zest as well as to the
Although the work has not been all that might be
.deeper merit of the work. A special mixed program
.lesired in some respects, yet on the whole it has been
is being prepared by the Athenaeum for commencement week and we believe it wil justify the usual far in advance of previous years and a - work of which
1)opularity of the Athenaeum's programs. We will the association can well be proud.
10 10 10 10
soon he denied the pleasure of our Literary Society,
but shall certainly impatiently await the resuming of
V. W. C. A.
its work in th fall.
In many ways the close of this school year finds
the Y. W. C. A. in a most prosperous and encouraging condition. By close connection with the state
Report of the V. NI. C. A.
and national associations the interest has been broadThe Young Men's Christian Association is being
ened, and the work more than local.
-put on a better basis than in previous years owing
After the Capitola conference in April, and the
to the fact that it is coming in contact with other return of the three delegates, Misses Jessie Reynolds,
associations and is profiting by their good points.
Myrtle Grow and Thankful Carpenter, the association
A mission study class has been organized and alreceived a fresh impetus, and at present, although
though it is small it has been doing good work and at the busy season of the year, the work is advancing
is preparing the way for a larger class and better
with unabated zeal.
work next year.
The meetings have with very few exceptions been
The regular religious meetings have been held every
led by the girls themselves, and have been most
Thursday morning and interest has been aroused and
helpful and interesting. At one meeting the associavariety secured by getting leaders from outside. The
tion had the pleasure of being led by Miss Margaret
average attendance at these meetings has been twenKyle. The Y. W. C. A. of the local High School met
ty-eight and although they have been small they have
with the college girls at this meeting.
been very helpful.
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The Mission Sttidy Class under the leadership of
Miss Clara Tehbetts is doing regular study. At the
completion of the text book which is being used,
"Japan and Its Regeneration," the mission class is
planning a general meeting for all the girls on Japan.
The Y. W. C. A. is very desirous of getting in
touch in advance with any possible new student for
next year. Any one knowing of such young ladies
will hell) the association by giving their names to
Inez V Bennett, chairman, membership committee.
0 .0 .0
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Iris Society
The Iris Literary Society certainly deserves its
name. Can-my other society in the temple of learning boast of the originality of its programmes as
the Iris can?
The society meets every Wednesday afternoon in
the Association hail and time would fail if an attempt was made to describe all that transpires behind those doors
At times it is almost impossible for the weighty dignitaries to. maintain their accustomed bearing, while a
pantomime is being given on "The Faculty," and
they may entirely lose their gravity when a youthful
writer is reading a character sketch in which the author is unsparing in her sarcasm 'and wit.
At other times the society assumes a dignified mien
as it listens to a learned discourse on some of our
great musicians, artists and poets. For notwithstand-
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ing that the members of the iris Literary Society have
their full share of fun and jollity, they well merit
the remarks of the critic, Prof. Harris, when he
said that the Iris Literary Society was doing the
best work of any society in the school.

Whittier College Camera Club
Th. Whittier College Camera Club has made great
improvement over last year. The work done by the.
club i much more athanced and scientific work is
taking place of the amateur work which was first
produced by the club. The dark-room has been enlarged and furnished with a sink, tables, lights and'
all necessary equipment required for excellent work,.
which the clubs expects to do in the future.

The Philolithian
The Philolithian upon election of new officers seems
to have renewed its vigor and interest. The special
aim of the society has been in each meeting to concentrate the attention tpon one subject. As a
result there have been some very enjoyable programs
especially one on Paul Dunbar. The Philolithian will
meet but once more before the closing of schoo! and
nember must put forth their best efforts to make it
the pleasantest meeting of the year.
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SOCIAL

EVENTS

Shortly after the return of the Capitola delegates,
Jessie Reynolds, Myrtle Grow, and Thankful Carpenter, the Y. M. C. A. gave a reception to the Y. W.
C. A. in honor of the delegates. The reports of the
convention were given, portraying it delightful spiritually and socially, and then the bachelors performed
the honors of the evening, serving in bachelor style
buckwheat cakes and maple syrup.

torical contest to the visiting colleges, The University
of Southern California, Occidental and Pomona. The
college Board and students of the Whittier High
School were also invited to remain.

Not long after this the faculty and seniors were
(harmirgly entertained by Professor and Mrs. Kelsey
at their home near the college.

The College students entertained the seniors of
the High School and of the College Preparatory Department at the college the evening of May 13, and a
most delightful occasion it was.

The students gave a reception following the ora-

The evening of May 12 the basket ball team spent
very pleasantly at Marjorie Little's home, entertained
by Miss Little and Miss Thompson.
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ATHLETICS
Basket Ball: One word summarizes the chief athletic efforts of the year. Yet considering the achievements of the team there are ample compensations for
the concentration of effort. Following is the complete schedule .for the year:
Primaries
State Normal, at Normal Gymnasium, Los Angeles,
January 27, 24 to 18 in favor of Whittier.
Throop Polytechnic Institute, at Whittier, February
4, 20 to 18 in favor of Whittier.
The Santa Monica Breakers, at Turner Hall, Los
Angeles. February 18, 24 to 14, won by Whittier.
Los Angeles High School. at Whittier, February
22, 20 to ii, in favor of Whittier.
St. Vincent College. at U. S. C. gymnasium, Los
Angeles March 8. in favor of St. Vincent.
Santa Monica Reliance, at U. S. C. gymnasium,
Los Angeles, March15, 30 to 12, in favor of Whittier.
Finals
All played in Temple Auditorium. Los Angeles.
Y. M. C. A. Maroons. May I, 27 to 13, Maroons.
L. A. Turners. May 6, 32 to 13, Turners.
L. A. High School, May II. 28 to To, High School.
Some points from the brief summary above will
show the great disadvantage at which the College
team had to play. Only two games of the series

were played in day time on a dirt court. The only
chance for practice by electric light or on board floor
was in the other seven games. For each of these
seven games the trip to Los Angeles had to be made
after night and the return not possible till one o'clock
in the morning. Before the St. Vincent game, the
only defeat in the primaries, the team spent three
hours riding and walking through the rain and mud,
reaching the gymnasium only at ten p. in. In the ten
days of the finals there were not only the three trips
to Los Angeles and the three games, but in
the same time an inter-collegiate debate and
the inter-collegiate oratorical. The long - strain
told on the players and after holding the two
veteran teams, in fine contests the first two nights of
play, they weakened and lost the last of the series to
the High School which they had defeated easily in the
primaries.
The Whittier players were by considerable the
smallest and youngest team in the league. It was
their first year's experience in basket ball or in any
sort of athletics. The teams against which they
played have been organized for years, the Turners,
champions of the west for several seasons.
To the untiring efforts of Prof. Harris as coach,
and to the opposition which the second team has
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afforded throughout the year, no little credit for the
season's victories is due.
Among those deserving special mention is Charles
Johnson, who as manager during the fall months kept
the team at hard daily practice without much encouragement from other sources, and Edward Thomas
who has been manager during the recent games.
Perhaps the one of the secondary players who has
shown up best in the game is Will Feeler, who plays
brilliantly at times, but is not consistent enough in
his playing for the first team. The other regular sub-ztitute is Leslie Semans, who can be relied upon, but
lacks the strength and ginger to win a first berth.
Among others who promise well for future seasons
are Rollin Holton, Perry Reichard and Herbert Tebbetts.
The regular team throughout the league seson
lined up with Adams and Osborn, forwards; Brown,
captain, center; Marshburn and Todd, guards.
Adams did most of the goal tossing in the opening
games, lost the knack of it a while but revived his reci-d in the final game, where he served every point

made for Whittier. He plays the field well, is always game and only needs to grow a few inches and
acquire the power to get awayi from his guatd better.
asket man of
Osborn devekped into quite the best b
the team the latter part of the year. Few forwards in the team can excel him in speed of delivery.
tJe nc'ds to play the field more' and shake his guard
Off for more chances at the goal. Brown is scarcely
surpassed by any league center- in carrying the ball
down the field of play, but in jumping for the ball
and in defense work is weak. In the game against
the Turners he overcame this tendency and was largely responsible for the gcod showing made in that contest. Marshburn was always in the play as guard
vigorously and in some of the games saved the score by
F. timely basket or two. He is not always sure at
holding the leather, and passes wildly at times. Todd,
of nose guard fame, perhaps played his position
throughout the season the most consistently of any
man on the team. As a guard alone he is not surpassed but needs to learn how to score when occasion offers.
-
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Many people, like the little boy, have sore thumbs.
Students often have them. Your personality is all
that others have to judge by. If you happen just
then to be a vinegar jug, they will judge you so.
The part above the collar shows the personality.
Little things build up—perhaps not the character,
but certainly the personality. Better not display your
'sore thumbs. When you meet some one, put it in
Prof. Albertson.
your pocket.
Think on things beautiful.

The world is the great teacher of God, the revelation of the character of God.
In Nature all things on the earth are caught from
the sky. Tho Paul lived a strenuous life, he was a
man of meditation. Measure your losses but say—
I'm a citizen of God's universe.
Rev. Edwards.
Thot is a tool not a plaything.
m the Simple
The simple duty is nearest one (froMiss
Keats.
Life).
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PROHIBITION ORATORICAL CONTEST
"Here we come without a drum,
You just watch out, we'll make things hum!"
Anr we did.
The oratorical contest has come and gone and
Whittier College has fully demonstrated the fact
that she is in line for her share of collegiate honors.
From the arrival of the first delegation to the departure of the last car load of enthusiastic supporters of oratory, the college was the scene of the snappy, vigorous spirit so vital in real college atmosphere.
Each delegation fully expected its orator to carry off
the honors, and none were backward in saying so, in
songs and yells appropriate to the occasion. Even
Pomona's mammoth delegation of "three" lustily
Yelled for notice.
After the invocation by Rev. Will A. Betts, the
freedom of the college was tendered by Pres. Tebbetts
followed by more cheers and yells: A trio—"Summer
Frances" was then rendered by Miss Tomlinson, Mrs.
Albertson and Miss Jenkins.
The first speaker, Mr. Guy Dyar of U. S. C. opened
the artillery engagement with his oration "Law and
Liberty." Dyar's appearance upon the platform was
very good and he made a splendid impression upon
the audience. All realized that the engagment was
to he fast and furious.
Herbert Edwards of Pomona College came forward

with the second oration. "The Free Will Offering."
His thought was splendid and delivery smooth, but
lacked the fire of the first speaker;
During the truce, Miss Anna Denby rendered "Pollacca Brilliante." by Weber.
As third speaker, Elwood Minchin with his oration,.
"The Triumph of Principle" brought the heartiest applause from the audience. By the popular vote his
oration would have i eceived first place without a
orce
doubt. While his delivery lacked in physical forcehe
yet in variety and appropriate rendering of theYet
thought he easily led. Mr. Hagerman of Occidental, with his oration,.
"The Destiny of America," fired the final salute. His'.
thought was good and his delivery animated, but
monotonous in regard to gestures.
While the judges' decisions were being summed'
up th ladies' trio rendered "Pit Pat," responding withy
"The Owl."
Prof. Kelsey then gave a brief outline of the InterCollegiate Asociátion and its work. During the calm
of expectancy, Mr. Reed of Pomona, President of
the Southern California Inter-Collegiate Prohibition
Association announced the decision of the judges, giving first place to Hagerman of Occidental, and second to Elwood Mincliin of Whittier.
After the enthusiastic spirits had calmed sufficient-
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the visitors were shown into the general parlors,
where a short reception was tendered the visiting
delegation.
While Whittier was somewhat disappointed natur
ally, in not securing first place, yet no small amount
of satisfaction is derived from the fact that Occidental did not have a walk away by any means. We
are in the field for oratorical honors and with our
splendid college loyalty and spirit, "We are sure
that we will win."

IV,

.0
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Samuel Hill's Visit and Address

Not often is any educational institution favored more
than Whittier College was during the past semester
by the visit and chapel address of Hon. Samuel Hill
of;'Seattle, Washington.
Mr. Hill is a graduate of Harvard, has had world
wide travel and experience, and is connected with
great commercial interests, national and inter-national.
The chapel address given by Mr. Hill came with added
inspiration to us all, because it came from one who
may be called a "man of affairs" in the broadest sense
of that term. His words of praise for the early
pioneers, who conquered the wilderness for u, and
•
his appeal to us to emulate their rugged virtue, will
not soon be forgotten. May Mr. Hill visit us again!

Exchanges

Thermometers are not the only things which are
graded and get degrees without having any brains.—
x.
According io sonic exchange columns the exchange editor seems to consider it 'his sole business to
offer adverse criticism; surely criticism can be favorable sometimes.
Among our new exchanges we are very glad to receive The Pharos (University of the Pacific). This
paper is larger than many, of our exchanges and shows;
careful work in preparation. The arrangement of the
departments is especially good.
xv
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To Our Patrons

The managers of the Acropolis wish to thank those
who have so kindly assisted them in the publication of
the year's editions.
They wish to extend especial thanks to the advertisers. The assistance they have given has been of a
substantial sort and the managers would suggest the,
students and patrons of the college to notice the advertisements in the Acropolis whenever they wish tc
make a purchase.
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Prof. Martin, with a perplexed look.—"You don't
think Napoleon could have conquered Europe if his
name had been Stubs, do you?"
In the chapel during the singing of "Jesus, Lover
of My Soul." 1r. Harris did not sing until the line
'Cover my defenseless head." Why did he sing that
line so earnestly?

Oh! sad for us all, sometimes we forget
That the Prof's cold eye is on us yet,
And that in the hereafter perhaps there may
Be a faculty Judgement Day.
Rev. Mills in chapel.—'When I was a boy we never
had such a thing as a high school—unless it was built
on a hill top."
-
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English teacher who cannot tolerate slang.—Don't
get so much in love with a figure of speech that you
cannot 'cut it out' if it is not needed."

Williamson Piano Co327 South Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Prof. Martin.—"Miss Brown, who was Pyrrhus ?" Behr, Shoniriger, Hardman, Ivers & Pond
Miss Brown, abstractedly.—"It was in the south
PIANOS
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part of Italy."
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Second Door North of Post Office
Helen Whallon, translating English into German.—
"I became a teacher when I was twenty-one years
old."
Prof. Martin.—"Why did you put the verb in the
subjunctive, Miss Whallon? A condition contrary to
fact?'

Whittier, Cal.
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Herbert Tebbetts translating.—" 1 have a reason'
she replied silently." We suppose that she used the
deaf and dumb language.
Prof. Martin.—"Hannibal sometimes tied foxes togetber and set their tails on fire to destroy the fields
of the Romans."
(A. M.)—"Did Hannibal use the foxes often?"
Prof. Martin.—"Not the same foxes."
Prof. Albertson.—"Class, this is entirely possible if
it could only be done."
Prof Martin.—"Will,- I do wish you would remember that the chair is a quadruped."
The Editor with gladsome cry,
Exclaims, "My work is done,"
The Manager with weary sigh
Complains, "My work is dun."

Just before a "choosing up" game at the reception.
—"What side are you on Della?"
Della.—"I belong to Elwin."
Inez to Elwood Minchin.—"Where does our share
come in of that ten dollars, which you got in the Prohibition contest?"
Minchin.—"Oh, I was counting on the whole fifty,
so I spent fifteen of it before the contest came off."

LEVI D. JOHNSON, M, D.
Specialty—Diseases of Eye,
Ear, Nose, Throat and Lungs
218 East Philadelphia Street

Whittier, California

WILLIAM M. HIATT
Attorney and
Counselor at Law
414-415-416 Currier Buildiug, 212 W. Third St. Los Angeles Cal..
Telephone Home 443; snnset Red 392.
Residence, Whittier.

T. B. MOORHEAD
DEN rism
ROOMS 10, 12, 14, OVER WHITTIER BANK.

DR. C. C. WILLIAMS
ID E N TI ST

Hours: 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Office: First National Bank 131k..

THE
At the basket ball game at Temple Auditorium.
Old German lady, waiting anxiously around the
porch for the doors to open, to one of the Whittier
students.—"Did youse all come to the prayer meeting?"
Student.—"What prayer meeting?"
Old Lady.—"Why, I thot there was going to be a
prayer meeting here tonight."
Student.—"Not the one you come to, but if you're
'a methodist you might enjoy joining in some of our
'demonstrations anyway."
Since the last issue of the Acropolis, the most cir'cumspect deportment has prevailed not only among
•
the students, but also, and ,more especially, among
the faculty. There never were such guarded tongues
or cautious actions, never such saintly expressions or
inspiring utterances. Verily the joke column is a
reformer.
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STUDIO:

One moonlight evening, two hi'h school students,
'and a corresponding amount of the college product,
returned from a drive in a two-seater. Leaving the
carriage at the foot of the hill, the hilarious couple
started for a walk up college hill. A college boy
who shall be nameless, for fear of consequences,
disguised himself as the President and stood with
folded arms in the gloom of the front porch.
As
'he passed the sight of the mock president froze the
'high school lad's blood but lent propellers to his feet.

CARBONS IN EXCLUSIVE
AND ORIGINAL DESIGNS

MRS. EMEM

217Y, South Spring Street
Los Angeles, Cal.
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He turned and fled down the hill in terror, leaving the
,college maiden to the tender mercies of D. C. Johnson.
The telephone has been silent since.
Moral :—Circumstances sometimes make sprinters
'even of parting lovers.

OR Stationery, School Sup
plies, Spaulding's Sporting
Goods, Etc., at JA NE WAYS
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Leslie -Seamans in chemistry.—"Is it true that they
make gum out of horses' hoofs?"
Prof.—"Yes. But you get more horse hoof in ice
cream and candy, disguised under the name of gelatine."
Mr. Harris in English.—"How do you like Whitmore, Mr. Healton ?"
Burtis.—"J like him fine but I haven't read him
yet."
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In Mathematics
Prof. Tebbetts.—Coila, how many problems have
you today?
Coila.—Just the same as I had yesterday.
Prof. Tebbetts.—How many did you have yesterday?
Coila.—Just the same as I had the day before.
Prof. Tebbetts.—Well, how many was that?
Coila.—None

I
I
I

I
I

President Tebbetts, at the reception given to the
Capitola girls.—"Myrtle, why are the girls at this
reception like the girls at Capitola?"
Myrtle.—"I don't know."
Prof. Tebbetts.-_-"Because they are always running
after the mail" male).
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Class Pins to Order
Lowest Prices

A.
I.
H
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Fine Stationery, School Supplies, Kodaks and
Kcdak Furnishings
A GUARANTEED FOUNTAIN
PEN AT ONE DOLLAR

HOLLY'S BOOK STORE

THE

ACROPOLIS

Smith's Drug Store
Magazines, Bibles, and Everything to Write with
Prescriptions a Specialty

Landum Smith, Propr.

CNIERPRISE GROCERY

M. H. MILLS
Proprietor

We Sell the Best Tea, Coffee
Butt r, Potatoes. Best Goods
Lowest Prices

107 South Greenleaf Avenue

5he

PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST

Low
Prices

Good
Values

t

/

Dry Goods, Shoes

\\

Ladies' & Gents' Furnishing Goods

If

ger

Tog10

Gents' Furnishing Goods, Clothing and
Shoes. Only Exclusive Gents' Furnishing House in Whittier C

C. E. HARRIS
106 South Oreenleaf Avenue

THE

ACROPOLIS

II

Mrs. W. M. Ullery
0
1
All

MILLINERY

Grocerie
to:
TI
Specialt

South Greer
North Greenleaf Avenue, Whittier, Cal,

LAI

French Q Hill
nneral Directors
and Embalmers...

Imi
IDEAL BAKERY
ROM
ENT

Patronage of College
People Solicited

211 West Philadelphia St., Whittier, Ca!,
Both Phones 136

West Philadelphia St., Whittier, Cal

4

il

you realize that one of the best
Doplaces on earth to eat is right
here in Whittier?
Yes, sir; and the Pacific is the place.

'p

We cook your meals exactly to the
order. And you can order sixteen
hours per day and the service is just
the same.
WALTERS & BALDWIN.

